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Model Number: AB24

Hydro-Force AB24 CRW Grandi Groomer Carpet Rake Complete Rake and Stick 8.618-214.0 

CA001  G180  2626-0707

Manufacturer: Groom Industries

Hydro-Force AB24 CRW Grandi Groomer Carpet Rake Complete Rake and Stick
Carlisle Flo-Pac[R] Commercial Groomer Carpet Rake - 54" x 18"
Descsription:
The MOST Effective Carpet Pile Conditioner, 18 inches wide. A standard for every
carpet professional. The most efficient carpet pile conditioner.

Lifts crushed pile from heavy traffic areas
Releases trapped, ground-in dirt between tufting and fibers
Separates flattened pile after wet cleaning
Restores carpet buoyancy
Allows thorough vacuuming
Permits better penetration of chemical solutions
Aerates wet carpet to allow quicker drying.
Used by all carpet cleaners to scrub in carpet protectors that are appied after
cleaning.
Grandi Groomer is designed for use on twisted filament carpet pile. Grandi Brush is
for straight filament carpet pile.

This groomer is a must for every professional carpet cleaner!  The Grandi Groom is
designed to:

    • Simultaneously loosen and lift deeply embedded soil particles and pet hair for
efficient extraction and cleaning
    • Restructure the original design of the carpet
    • Restore the resilient effect
    • Finish grooming the cleaned carpeting to render the "Like New" appearance
    • Better carpet appearance to satisfy and please the customer

How To Use
Before Vacuuming Or Cleaning.

Using a "push-pull" motion will allow the specially designed nylon tines to reach the
base of the carpet tufts, separating and freeing the individual fibers of dirt, pet hair,
etc. that vacuuming cannot get.  Most commonly used to scrub in you carpet cleaning
traffic lane prespray.

After Vacuuming Or Cleaning

Using a "push-pull" motion will lift the carpet pile, restructuring the original design.
This motion will also give the carpet a finished grooming to render a "like new"
appearance. On dense and deep pile carpeting it is best to finish by a "pulling" motion
only.  Most commonly used to evenly distribute your post applied carpet protection
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product.  

Example: Vacuum &gt; Prespray cleaner &gt; Groom with Grandi &gt; Rinse/Extractor
&gt; Apply Fabric Protection &gt; Groom with Grandi &gt; Collect $$$
Cross Reference Skus
AB24
58080
8.618-214.0
Prochem 86182140
Powrflite CA001
CA-G180-EA
Rotovac G180
B009A35AUI
SPM11145314815
ESS-FA-5665
019962143502
99-7196
47131605
076916030650
00796916030650
719952
154145117943
154128135530
225182452234 
2626-0707
200276
Tennant 240020AM
Grainger 19XZ99

Repair the head only with the option below

    
        
            
            
                
                    
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        Includes Hydro-Force AB24H CRW Grandi Groomer Carpet Rake
HEAD ONLY 18 Inches
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Us $33.61 + shipping = $42.77
interlink supply $39.87 + shipping
Amazon $45.03 less 5% $42.78 free shipping.
Amazon $74.55 less 5% = $70.82 delivered
*Walmart
https://www.walmart.com/ip/Grandi-Groom-Carpet-Rake-18-inches-AB24/270696301
$68.95 free shipping*
https://www.wilmar.com/Sku/99-7196/professional-carpet-rake-18-in-019962143502-a
b24  $43.08 (home depot) 
https://www.ebarnett.com/Sku/99-7196/grandi-groom-18-in-professional-carpet-rake-0
19962143502-ab24  $44.44 pick up at HD 
https://www.commercialvacuum.com/grandi-groom-carpet-rake-18-inches.html 
$44.95 
 20231020 Price matched from 
https://www.aramsco.com/2626-0707-58080-grandi-groom-ab24-new-version-carpet-
cleaning-18-rake-with-bracket-and-handle200276.html $31.32 -->  

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 06 February, 2005
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